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easy kleen ii

description
This highly concentrated,
fast acting cleaner and
degreaser emulsifies all
types of soils quickly and
effectively. Use on all water safe
surfaces. Contains a rust inhibitor and
will remove oxidized paint restoring
painted surfaces.

degreaser

CODE : env-204

INSK
MADE

www.enviroway.ca

applications
Automotive parts

usage

Farm equipment

DIRECTIONS:

Boats and marine
equipment

1. Pre wet surface
2. Spray on soiled surface, allow 2-5 minutes to work, do not
allow to dry
3. Rinse thoroughly; for best results use a pressure washer
DILUTION

APPLICATION

1:5

Heavy duty degreasing

1:10

Heavy cleaning

1:40

Car bodies

1:60

Spray and wipe

Note: Suggested dilution rates are general and can be
adjusted to suit your needs depending on soils and
grease buildup.

no

Heavy machinery

PROGRESSIVE

CHEMISTRY
Specially formulated to attack the molecular
structures that bind dirt and grime to
impurities so they can be easily wiped or
mopped away. This non-butyl degreaser is

animal

testing
+ INGREDIENTS

be made completely cruelty-free. We
perform no animal testing and none of
our ingredients contain animal
products or by-products.

alternatives.

100%biodegradable

su rfac tan t s
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specifications
Physical Form

storage

Liquid

Colour

Purple

Odour

Store in a dry, cool,
well-ventilated area

Chemical scent

Flammability

Non-Flammable

pH

Do not allow
to freeze

Store away from direct sunlight and heat

12.0 - 13.0

Store in original container with closed lid, away from
incompatible materials such as strong acids.

SHELF LIFE:

accessories

1 year minimum after opening

packaging

ITEM:

CODE:

Pressure washer

KAR-15209160

Pump up sprayer

HDS-403156

Spray bottle

RAW-B95E

Sprayer

RAW-TS100

Acid wash brush

ATG-315

Brush handle 60”

ATG-52509

2

This packaging is made from high density polyethylene (HDPE)
one of the most commonly and easily recycled plastics!

HDPE
Concentrated products save on packaging, energy, and emissions
associated with transport. Instead of shipping mostly water, we are
sending you a super concentrated product that you simply dilute with
tap water. This allows us to pass the savings on to you!

AVAILABLE IN: 4L, 20L, 205L, 1000L

precautions
For more information or Safety Data Sheets (SDS) please contact us or see our website.

automotive

